
hanced aromatic sequon as a portable stabilizing
module for research and therapeutic applications.
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Seasonal Erosion and Restoration
of Mars’ Northern Polar Dunes
C. J. Hansen,1* M. Bourke,1,2 N. T. Bridges,3 S. Byrne,4 C. Colon,5 S. Diniega,6 C. Dundas,4

K. Herkenhoff,7 A. McEwen,4 M. Mellon,8 G. Portyankina,9 N. Thomas9

Despite radically different environmental conditions, terrestrial and martian dunes bear a strong
resemblance, indicating that the basic processes of saltation and grainfall (sand avalanching
down the dune slipface) operate on both worlds. Here, we show that martian dunes are subject to an
additional modification process not found on Earth: springtime sublimation of Mars’ CO2 seasonal
polar caps. Numerous dunes in Mars’ north polar region have experienced morphological changes
within a Mars year, detected in images acquired by the High-Resolution Imaging Science Experiment on
the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. Dunes show new alcoves, gullies, and dune apron extension. This
is followed by remobilization of the fresh deposits by the wind, forming ripples and erasing gullies. The
widespread nature of these rapid changes, and the pristine appearance of most dunes in the area,
implicates active sand transport in the vast polar erg in Mars’ current climate.

Marshas a vast region of dark sand dunes
at high northern latitudes (1), initially
identified in Mariner 9 images (2, 3).

Viking images of changing dune profiles, sediment
streamers from barchan horns, and pristine dune
morphology suggested that the dunes were active
(4, 5), but only limited dune change such as the
erosion of four small dome dunes were apparent in

more recent mission images (6, 7). Most data sug-
gested that the north polar dunes are currently
stable—possibly indurated or crusted (6, 8). Recent

High-Resolution Imaging Science Experiment
(HiRISE) images show, however, that substantial
sediment transport does occur today on martian
north polar dune slipfaces, via grainflow triggered
by seasonal CO2 sublimation.

Every year, Mars’ polar regions are covered
by seasonal caps of CO2 frost (9). Northern spring-
time phenomena associated with sublimation of
this seasonal layer were first imaged by the Mars
Orbiter Camera (MOC) in 1999 (10). In recent
high-resolution (~1m)HiRISE images, spring sub-
limation activity appears as fans, bright-dark
rings, and dark streaks initiated at dune brinks
(11). HiRISE has imaged seasonal activity for two
Mars years:MY29 andMY30 (12); its high signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) facilitates imaging at low
light levels in early spring and enables detection
of very subtle changes on the dark dunes (13).

Mass wasting was observed on northern dunes
in MY29 images, and grainflow due to sublima-
tion of CO2 was identified as a potential cause of
the dark streaks (11). Other possibilities included
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*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
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Fig. 1. Slope streaks
and a small cloud of dust
(arrow) kicked up by sand
and ice cascading down
the dune slope are cap-
tured in this subimage ac-
quiredat83.5°N,118.6°E.
Imaged at Ls = 55.7 (35),
dunes are still covered by
seasonal ice. This partic-
ular dune is ~40 m high.
North is up; light is from
the lower left. The dark
slope streaks visible in the
image are postulated to
be sand that has been
released from the brink
of the dune to slide down and cover seasonal ice.
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differential sublimation of CO2 ice due to ripple
morphology, subtle differences in lighting, or a dif-
ference in the translucency of the seasonal ice
layer. Liquid salt brine flow has also been proposed
(14–16) as the explanation for dark streaks but
requires temperatures of >200 K. Such tempera-
tures imply a frost-free surface,which is inconsistent
with early spring observations of the dark streaks.

On the basis of observations of changes in dune
morphology detected from MY29 to MY30, we
assert that these streaks are activated seasonally and
are caused by sand and ice cascading down the
slipfaces of the dunes (17), as captured in Fig. 1.
The correlation of changes—including new head-
cuts, short gullies, and apron extensions—with
seasonal activity are shown in Fig. 2. In the full 6.4-
by 19.2-km image of the dune field, ~20% of the
dunes show substantial modification (measurable
changes), whereas another ~20% showminormod-
ification (detectable but too small to quantify).

The time series that the seasonal activity fol-
lows is illustrated in Fig. 3. The dune in Fig. 3A
has a steep upper lee slope, with small grainflows

and a lower-angle dune apron covered by wind
ripples. One Mars year later (Fig. 3B), two large
grainflows with well-developed head scarps have
cut back into the dune brink. Their associated
depositional lobes have buried wind ripples and
deposited sediment beyond the dune footslope.
Figure 3, C to E, shows the development of dark
sediment streaks on the dune as sand is mobilized.
We postulate that this sediment transport is driven
by the destabilizing gas flow of CO2 sublimation.

We have observed similar changes on dunes
in >40% of the locations in the north polar region
imaged more than once by HiRISE, suggesting
that many of the dunes in the north polar sand seas
are being eroded in the spring. At high latitudes in
the southern hemisphere, CO2-triggered flow has
been proposed as an agent of dune modification—
for example, in Matara crater (18). Seasonally
constrained dune modification and gully develop-
ment is also reported for dune gully (19, 20) and
slope gully (21) activity in the southern hemi-
sphere. Examination of 25 image pairs on nonpolar
dunes (60°N to 40°S latitude) shows no change in

dunemorphology, reinforcing the apparent require-
ment for CO2 frost as the agent for initiating
sediment transport.

When the sun rises in the spring, it first illu-
minates the highest and steepest part of the dune,
the brink. As the CO2 layer at the brink starts to
sublimate, it thins and weakens. The brink also
experiences the highest extensional stress from
gravitational downslope loads on the CO2 ice
layer, leading to rupture of the ice layer via cracks,
such as those in Fig. 3C. A model developed for
the southern hemisphere to explain a variety of
seasonal phenomena postulates that insolation
through translucent ice combined with subsurface
heat conduction leads to basal sublimation of the
seasonal CO2 ice layer (22–25). The gas, trapped
under the ice, will escape through cracks, entrain-
ing surface material (26–29). We propose that a
similar process could be active in the northern
hemisphere dunes and that it is at the brink of the
dune that a rupture ismost likely to occur, allowing
gas to escape. A numerical model predicts that
pressurized gas flow from basal sublimation of

Fig. 2. A time-series of subimages, from left to right, at three sites in a field of
transverse dunes at 84.7°N, 0.7°E shows that extensive erosion has taken place in
oneMars year. The center false-color strip are subimages from ESP_016893_2650
taken on 4 March 2010, Ls = 59.6 when the region was still covered with seasonal
CO2 ice. The black-and-white ice-free subimages compare PSP_009324_2650 (left

subimage in each row), acquired on 23 July 2008, Ls = 102.4 in MY29, with
ESP_017974_2650 (right subimage in each row) acquired on 28 May 2010,Ls =
96.6 in MY30, the second year of HiRISE monitoring. North is down; light is from
the upper right. These subtle changes on dark dunes would have been very difficult
to detect in past images without the SNR of HiRISE.
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CO2 may reach 10 m/s under the ice slab, which
is enough to mobilize loose grains of sand
[supporting online material (SOM) text]. Tiny

channels just barely detectable on the stoss side of
the dune may be gas conduits to the dune brink
(Fig. 2, blue arrow). In addition to sublimation

processes, frozen CO2 could abet mass movement
through overloading on the dune face to cause
avalanching; chunks of ice are seen at the bottom of
the slipface in Fig. 2. Sublimating CO2 gas
permeating the uppermost level of the sand may
reduce its cohesion.

We analyzed five of the dunes shown in Fig. 2
in order to quantify advancement of the dune
slipface foot. The offset in contact between the
lee edge and the underlying patterned ground
was measured in two co-registered ice-free im-
ages (Fig. 4). Differences ranged from 2.2 to
4.7 m, with an average of 3.3 m/year. In three
of the five dunes, there were changes in the
stoss position. Unlike the lee foot slope, the
stoss margin both advanced and retreated in
two of the dunes, with the third showing just
advancement. Average advance rates ranged
from 0.7 to 1.4 m/year, with retreat ranging from
0.4 to 2 m/year. For the three dunes on which we
measured stoss and lee changes, 7 to 14 ripples
on the edges of the dunes advanced between 0.7
to 1.6 m, which is comparable with rates of dune
ripple migration in Nili Patera (30). These results
indicate that both wind and CO2 sublimation play
a role in transporting sand on the dunes. The ex-
pansion of the stoss slope in some places sug-
gests that winds are not unidirectional.

Mars’ northern hemisphere dunes may contain
large amounts of water ice internally, but the upper
6 to 25 cm of sand are expected to be desiccated if
the water ice is in vapor-diffusive equilibrium with

Cracks
Activity

Fig. 3. This series acquired at 83.5N, 118.5 E illustrates sublimation activity and the redistribution of
sand on the slipface. North is down in all images; sunlight is coming from the upper right. Slipfaces are
oriented to the south in this dune field. (A) This subimage taken 15 September 2008 at Ls = 127.4 in the
first year of HiRISE monitoring shows the ice-free dune. (B) A subimage acquired in the second year of
HiRISEmonitoring, 1 June 2010 at Ls = 98.7 after seasonal ice has sublimed, shows two new grainflows on
the dune. (C) 14 January 2010 frosted subimage at Ls = 37.6 shows that sand has moved part of the way
down the dune and appears to be blocked by a thin ledge of bright ice. Visible are cracks in the ice along
the brink of the dune on the left side. Dark material on the stoss side of the dune may be patches of thin
ice or dune material blown backward by the sublimation gas flow. (D) 5 February 2010, subimage at Ls =
47.7 shows that sand has moved further down the slipface. Other smaller slides are initiated at the crack
in the ice along the brink of the dune. (E) 28 February 2010, Ls = 57.7. Sand has now started to
accumulate at the foot of the slope, and other streaks are lengthening.

Fig. 4. The dune margin in
MY29 image PSP_008968_2650
at 84.7°N, 0.7°E is compared
with MY30 ESP_017895_2650.

Fig. 5. The white arrows
point to a location on
the brink of this dune at
84°N, 233°E that had no
alcove in the first year of
HiRISE operation (MY29)
and experienced sublima-
tion activity (middle), which
resulted in thenewalcove
and fan (with total length
of 120 m) in MY30. The
layerofnewmaterial form-
ing the apron is very thin;
the original ripples have
not been completely buried.
Degradation of gullies is
also occurring, as adjacent
alcoves are being filled in,
and ripples are already forming in the alcoves.
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the atmosphere (31, 32). The style of activity
imaged requires that the observed slipfaces are not
strongly ice-cemented within the erosion depths.
Some of the new grainflow alcoves have widths of
tens of meters and have recessed in excess of 10 m
into the brink. This implies transport of hundreds
of cubicmeters of sand (fig. S1). Even intermediate-
sized gullies such as that in Fig. 5 requiremovement
of tens of cubic meters of sediment.

The reworking of older gully alcoves by aeolian
ripples is shown in Fig. 5. The recovery rate of the
slipface and the existence of smooth slopes (no
grainflows) suggests that grainflow formation and
remobilization of sediment by wind may be ap-
proximately in equilibrium on a multiyear time
scale, although relative rates could vary annually.
The seasonal-scale frequency of these two processes
demonstrates active sediment transport on polar
dunes in the current martian climate. Whether they
indicate migration of martian dune forms or simply
represent the crestline maintenance of nonmobile
dunes can only be determined with future multiyear
observations.

In locations where wind energy is insufficient
to reconstitute grainflow scars, modification of
dune form should ensue. With an estimated sed-
iment transport that delivers tens to hundreds of
cubic meters of sand in oneMars year to the dune
foot slopes, the initial modification of dune form
would be rapid. Resulting dune morphologies
would have rounded crests, no brinks, and long,
low-angle footslopes. This mechanism may ex-
plain some of the unusual dune forms reported
on Mars (33). However, because the majority of
Mars’ north polar dunes do not assume this mor-
phology, we suggest that maintenance of the

dune form is an active process under the current
martian climate.
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2500 Years of European Climate
Variability and Human Susceptibility
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Climate variations influenced the agricultural productivity, health risk, and conflict level of
preindustrial societies. Discrimination between environmental and anthropogenic impacts on past
civilizations, however, remains difficult because of the paucity of high-resolution paleoclimatic
evidence. We present tree ring–based reconstructions of central European summer precipitation
and temperature variability over the past 2500 years. Recent warming is unprecedented, but
modern hydroclimatic variations may have at times been exceeded in magnitude and duration. Wet
and warm summers occurred during periods of Roman and medieval prosperity. Increased climate
variability from ~250 to 600 C.E. coincided with the demise of the western Roman Empire and the
turmoil of the Migration Period. Such historical data may provide a basis for counteracting the
recent political and fiscal reluctance to mitigate projected climate change.

Continuing global warming and its poten-
tial associated threats to ecosystems and
human health present a substantial chal-

lenge tomodern civilizations that already experience
many direct and indirect impacts of anthropo-
genic climate change (1–4). The rise and fall of

past civilizations have been associated with envi-
ronmental change, mainly due to effects on water
supply and agricultural productivity (5–9), hu-
man health (10), and civil conflict (11). Although
many lines of evidence now point to climate forc-
ing as one agent of distinct episodes of societal

crisis, linking environmental variability to human
history is still limited by the dearth of high-
resolution paleoclimatic data for periods earlier than
1000 years ago (12).

Archaeologists have developed oak (Quercus
spp.) ring width chronologies from central Europe
that cover nearly the entire Holocene and have
used them for the purpose of dating archaeolog-
ical artifacts, historical buildings, antique artwork,
and furniture (13). The number of samples contrib-
uting to these records fluctuates between hundreds
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